STUDIO VII
Playbill BIO Guidelines
Please email your Bio for the Playbill to playbill@studiovii.org using the following guidelines:

 All Bios must NOT exceed 500 characters (including spaces).






You may personalize your Bio any way you like. Edits may be made for length or appropriateness.
Use font type Calibri, pitch 10.
Follow formatting as noted below with bold, italics, (parenthesis) as displayed.
If a Bio is not provided prior to the deadline, a short, generic one will be added for you.
Deadline for ALL cast & crew Bios is:

WIZARD OF OZ Deadline is September 11, 2015
SAMPLE BIO:
Actor Name (Character Name) is a sophomore in her second year with Studio VII. Favorite stage
credits include Grease (Rizzo), Pride & Prejudice (Mrs. Bennett), Oklahoma! (Aunt Eller), Guys &
Dolls (set crew), and Seussical Jr., (make-up crew). She is a member of Thespian Troupe 7014 and
the ComedySportz team, a member of S.O.S, NLC, and an SLHS Cheerleader. She wants to thank
her directors for the opportunity, her family and friends for supporting her and hopes that everyone
enjoys the show!
(headshot photo supplied by Studio VII)

BIO FORMATTING:

1. Your Name Here 2. (Your Role /Character Goes here) 3. Put what grade you are in and how many years you
have been with Studio VII. 4. List other productions you have appeared in/worked on (not restricted to SVII).
5. List other activities/hobbies/interesting facts about yourself. 6. Thank anyone or dedicate the production to
anyone you want here.
1. Type your name in BOLD letters
2. The name of your character and or whatever role you have in the play... (Cinderella) … (Light crew),
etc. in bold italics and in parenthesis
3. standard type.
4. Type the title of the production in ITALICS, and your role after it in parenthesis, not bold & not italics.
For example: The Wizard of Oz (Dorothy), HSM (Sharpay), Seussical (Gertrude) .
5. standard type.
6. standard type.

